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The The KTeVKTeV DetectorDetector

The The KTeVKTeV detector detector 
was used by two was used by two 
FermilabFermilab experimentsexperiments
–– E799: rare decaysE799: rare decays

–– E832: Re(E832: Re(εε’’//εε))

Two beams of neutral Two beams of neutral 
kaonskaons

60m vacuum decay 60m vacuum decay 
regionregion

A momentum spectrometer consisting of 4 drift chambers and an A momentum spectrometer consisting of 4 drift chambers and an 
analysis magnet:  analysis magnet:  σσ(P(P)/P = 0.38% (+) 0.016%*)/P = 0.38% (+) 0.016%*P(GeV/cP(GeV/c))

A transition radiation detector (TRD) for e/A transition radiation detector (TRD) for e/ππ separation (E799 only)separation (E799 only)

3100 crystal 3100 crystal CsICsI calorimeter:  calorimeter:  σσ(E(E)/E = 0.45% (+) 2%/)/E = 0.45% (+) 2%/√√E(GeV)E(GeV)

A A muonmuon filter consisting of alternating layers of steel and filter consisting of alternating layers of steel and scintillatorscintillator



The Decay KThe Decay KLL→→ππ++ππ--γγ

composed of 2 processescomposed of 2 processes

–– Inner Inner BremsstrahlungBremsstrahlung from from 

CP violating decay KCP violating decay KLL→→ππ++ππ--

–– Direct emission from the Direct emission from the 

KKLLππ++ππ-- vertexvertex

CP conserving M1 term CP conserving M1 term 

(dominant)(dominant)

CP violating E1 term CP violating E1 term 

(suppressed)(suppressed)

–– Interference between IB and Interference between IB and 

E1 type DEE1 type DE

Inner Bremsstrahlung

Direct Emission



KKLL→→ππ++ππ--γγ Event SampleEvent Sample

111.4k signal 111.4k signal 

eventsevents

0.6% background0.6% background

–– mostly mostly KKLL→→ππ±±eeŦŦνν

with an accidental with an accidental γγ

–– some Ksome KLL→→ππ++ππ--ππ00

((ππ00→→γγγγ) with a ) with a 

missing missing γγ
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KKLL→→ππ++ππ--γγ Likelihood FitLikelihood Fit

A 2D likelihood fit is performed A 2D likelihood fit is performed 

using using ππ00→→::

–– EEγγ in the Kin the KLL rest framerest frame

–– cos(cos(θθγγ,,ππ++) in the ) in the ππ++ππ-- rest framerest frame

We fit for the 3 parameters in We fit for the 3 parameters in 

the DE decay amplitudes the DE decay amplitudes 

shown belowshown below



Preliminary KPreliminary KLL→→ππ++ππ--γγ ResultsResults

Measured values for M1 direct emission Measured values for M1 direct emission 
(CP conserving):(CP conserving):

–– ggM1M1 = 1.198 = 1.198 ±± 0.035(stat) 0.035(stat) ±± 0.086(syst)0.086(syst)

–– aa11/a/a22 = = ––0.738 0.738 ±± 0.007(stat) 0.007(stat) ±± 0.018(syst)0.018(syst)

–– these results are the most precise to datethese results are the most precise to date

Upper limit on E1 direction emission (CP Upper limit on E1 direction emission (CP 
violating)violating)

–– ggE1E1 < 0.21 (90% confidence)< 0.21 (90% confidence)

Direct emission fractionDirect emission fraction

–– DE/(DE+IB) = 0.689 DE/(DE+IB) = 0.689 ±± 0.021 (0.021 (EEγγ > 20 > 20 MeVMeV))



The Decay KThe Decay KLL→→ππ00ππ00γγ

This decay can only proceed via direct emission from the This decay can only proceed via direct emission from the 
KKLLππ00ππ00 vertexvertex

Since the two Since the two pionspions in this decay are identical, the lowest in this decay are identical, the lowest 
contributing contributing multipolemultipole moment is L=2moment is L=2

–– E2 direct emission is CP conservingE2 direct emission is CP conserving

–– M2 direct emission is CP violatingM2 direct emission is CP violating

The decay amplitude vanishes to O(pThe decay amplitude vanishes to O(p44) in ) in chiralchiral
perturbation theoryperturbation theory

–– probe of O(pprobe of O(p66) ) chiralchiral perturbation theoryperturbation theory

Estimated Branching Ratio:Estimated Branching Ratio:

–– Based on Based on ππ++ππ--γγ branching ratio:  1*10branching ratio:  1*10--88

–– From From chiralchiral perturbation theory:  7*10perturbation theory:  7*10--1111

current upper limit:  5.6*10current upper limit:  5.6*10--66 (from NA31)(from NA31)



KKLL→→ππ00ππ00γγ Event SelectionEvent Selection

Require KRequire KLL→→ππ00ππ00
DDγγ ((ππ00→→γγγγ, , 

ππ00
DD→→ee++ee––γγ) due to sensitive ) due to sensitive 

charged triggercharged trigger

Large background due to Large background due to 

KKLL→→ππ00ππ00ππ00
DD with a missing with a missing γγ

80% of signal Monte Carlo 80% of signal Monte Carlo 

lies within the signal relies within the signal regiongion

–– |M|MKK –– MMee++ee––| < 0.003 GeV/c| < 0.003 GeV/c22

–– pptt
22 < 0.00015 GeV< 0.00015 GeV22/c/c22

(p(ptt = momentum transverse to = momentum transverse to 

the the kaonkaon direction)direction)

This was a blind analysisThis was a blind analysis

pt
2 vs MK for KL→π0π0γ Monte Carlo.

The signal box is shown in red

KL→π0π0γ Monte Carlo



Preliminary Preliminary 

KKLL→→ππ00ππ00γγ ResultsResults

This result is from 40% of This result is from 40% of 
the total data setthe total data set
(N(NKK = 2.4*10= 2.4*101111))

expected background ofexpected background of
1.66 1.66 ±± 0.59 events0.59 events

BR(KBR(KLL→→ππ00ππ00γγ) < 2.52*10) < 2.52*10--77

(at 90% confidence)(at 90% confidence)

Factor of 22 improvement Factor of 22 improvement 
on NA31 resulton NA31 result

Work is continuing on the Work is continuing on the 
full data setfull data set

After opening the box, no 

signal events were found

KL→π0π0π0
D Background

Data

4.88 Datasets



The Decay The Decay KKLL→→ππ±±eeŦŦννee++ee--

The CKM matrix element The CKM matrix element VVusus can be can be 
extracted from extracted from KKLL→→ππ±±eeŦŦνν decays via:decays via:

The uncertainty in the KThe uncertainty in the K--ππ--W vertex W vertex 
parameters is currently larger than the parameters is currently larger than the 
experimental uncertainty in experimental uncertainty in ΓΓKl3Kl3

The DE The DE KKLL→→ππ±±eeŦŦνγνγ decay is sensitive to decay is sensitive to 
the structure of the Kthe structure of the K--ππ--W vertexW vertex

Unfortunately, Unfortunately, KKLL→→ππ±±eeŦŦνγνγ is dominated is dominated 
by IBby IB

KKLL→→ππ±±eeŦŦνγνγ with a virtual with a virtual γγ has an has an 
enhancement in the DE/IB ratio, and is enhancement in the DE/IB ratio, and is 
therefore a more sensitive probe of the therefore a more sensitive probe of the 
KK--ππ--W vertexW vertex

For now, only the For now, only the 
preliminary branching preliminary branching 
ratio result for ratio result for 
KKLL→→ππ±±eeŦŦννee++ee-- will be will be 
presentedpresented
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KKLL→→ππ±±eeŦŦννee++ee-- ReconstructionReconstruction

The main background is The main background is 

from Kfrom KLL→→ππ++ππ--ππ00
DD

((ππ00
DD→→ee++ee--γγ) with a ) with a 

missing missing γγ

This background is This background is 

greatly reduced by cutting greatly reduced by cutting 

on the variable kon the variable k++--00..

kk++--00 is the square of the is the square of the 

longitudinal momentum of longitudinal momentum of 

the missing the missing ππ00 in the in the 

frame where:frame where:

p̄K · p̄ππ = 0
k+-0 (GeV/c)2



Preliminary Preliminary KKLL→→ππ±±eeŦŦννee++ee-- ResultsResults

19466 signal events were isolated with a background of 19466 signal events were isolated with a background of 
4.95%4.95%

The The KKLL→→ππ±±eeŦŦννee++ee-- rate was normalized to therate was normalized to the
KKLL→→ππ++ππ--ππ00

DD ((ππ00
DD→→ee++ee--γγ) rate) rate

We find 300526 normalization mode events with a We find 300526 normalization mode events with a 
background of 2.23%background of 2.23%

BR(KBR(KLL→→ππ±±eeŦŦννee++ee--,M,Mee++ee-->5MeV/c>5MeV/c22))

= (1.606  = (1.606  ±± 0.012(stat)0.012(stat)

+0.026+0.026
--0.0160.016(syst)(syst)

±± 0.045(ext 0.045(ext systsyst)))*10)*10--55



The Decay The Decay ππ00→→ee++ee--

ππ00→→ee++ee-- proceeds through a loop proceeds through a loop 
process at lowest orderprocess at lowest order

The contribution from onThe contribution from on--shell shell 
photons sets a unitary bound on photons sets a unitary bound on 
the rate:the rate:
–– ΓΓ((ππ00→→ee++ee--)/)/ΓΓ((ππ00→→γγγγ) ) ≥≥ 4.75 * 104.75 * 10--88

vector meson dominance (VMD) models predict a vector meson dominance (VMD) models predict a 

branching ratio ofbranching ratio of

–– BR(BR(ππ00→→ee++ee--) = 6.2) = 6.2--6.4 * 106.4 * 10--88

Predictions from Predictions from chiralchiral perturbation theory have a range perturbation theory have a range 

ofof

–– BR(BR(ππ00→→ee++ee--) = 6.4) = 6.4--8.3 * 108.3 * 10--88



ππ00→→ee++ee-- Event SampleEvent Sample

A comparison A comparison 
between data between data 
(dots) and (dots) and 
background MC background MC 
(histogram) is (histogram) is 
shownshown

The main The main 
background is background is 
from from ππ00→→ee++ee--γγ

decays with a decays with a 
missing missing γγ

There are 714 events in the signal region with a There are 714 events in the signal region with a 

background of 39.9 background of 39.9 ±± 12.3 events12.3 events

The main systematic uncertainty comes from the The main systematic uncertainty comes from the 

mismatch between the data and the background MCmismatch between the data and the background MC

e+e- mass



Preliminary Preliminary ππ00→→ee++ee-- ResultsResults

The systematic The systematic 
error now includes:error now includes:

–– 2.7% 2.7% DalitzDalitz
branching ratio branching ratio 
uncertaintyuncertainty

–– 0.5% 0.5% ππ00 slope slope 
parameter parameter 
uncertaintyuncertainty

The plots shows a The plots shows a 
comparison comparison 
between the tree between the tree 
level rate and level rate and 
various theory various theory 
calculationscalculations

Using the Using the DalitzDalitz spectrum and branching ratio, we find:spectrum and branching ratio, we find:

BR(π0 → e+e−, x > 0.95)

BR(π0→ e+e−γ, x > 0.232)
= (1.721±0.068(stat)±0.036(syst))∗10−4

BR(π0→ e+e−, x > 0.95)= (6.56±0.26(stat)±0.23(sys))∗10−8



The Decay The Decay KKLL→→ee++ee--γγ

The decay The decay KKLL→→µµ++µµ-- contains contains 
shortshort--distance contributions distance contributions 
from which one can extract from which one can extract 
||VVtdtd|.|.

LongLong--distance contributions distance contributions 
(from the (from the KKLL→→γγ**γγ* vertex) * vertex) 
must first be subtractedmust first be subtracted

The The KKLL→→µµ++µµ-- rate is rate is 
dominated by these QED dominated by these QED 
contributions, so a precise contributions, so a precise 
understanding of the understanding of the 
KKLL→→γγ**γγ* vertex is required* vertex is required

The The KKLL→→γγ**γγ* vertex can be * vertex can be 
probed by various double probed by various double 
and single and single DalitzDalitz decays decays 
such as such as KKLL→→ee++ee--γγ

KL→→µµ++µµ--

KL→→ee++ee--γγ



Two form factor models were consideredTwo form factor models were considered
–– DD’’AmbrosioAmbrosio, , IsidoriIsidori, and , and PortolesPortoles (DIP) for which (DIP) for which ααDIPDIP is extractedis extracted

–– Bergstrom, Bergstrom, MassoMasso, and Singer (BMS) for which , and Singer (BMS) for which ααKK** is extractedis extracted

Previous fits for Previous fits for ααDIPDIP have been straightforward, but there have been straightforward, but there 
has been some confusion in measuring has been some confusion in measuring ααKK**

The parameter The parameter ααKK** is proportional to a physical constant is proportional to a physical constant 
labeled C in the BMS formulalabeled C in the BMS formula

C = (8C = (8παπαEMEM))1/21/2GGNLNLffK*KK*Kγγmm
22

ρρ/(f/(fK*K*ff
22

ρρAAγγγγ))

It is not clear that the appropriate values for C were used It is not clear that the appropriate values for C were used 
in the past, and the value of C changes as the input in the past, and the value of C changes as the input 
parameters changeparameters change

To avoid this difficulty, in this analysis, we fit for To avoid this difficulty, in this analysis, we fit for CCααKK**

fBMS(x) =
1
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KKLLγγ**γγ Form FactorForm Factor



KKLL→→ee++ee--γγ Event Event 

SelectionSelection

The main background The main background 

is is KKLL→→ππ±±eeŦŦνν with an with an 

accidental accidental γγ where the where the 

ππ±± is misidentified as is misidentified as 

an ean e±±

Using the Using the ππ/e/e

separation provided by separation provided by 

the TRD, this the TRD, this 

background is greatly background is greatly 

reducedreduced
e+e- γγγγ mass

Pion Probability

105

103

101

0 0.2



KKLL→→ee++ee--γγ Form Factor MeasurementForm Factor Measurement

The shape of the The shape of the ee++ee--

mass is very sensitive mass is very sensitive 
to the form factorto the form factor

A binA bin--byby--bin shapebin shape--χχ22

fit is performed fit is performed 
between the data and between the data and 
sets of Monte Carlo sets of Monte Carlo 
with differing values of with differing values of 
each each αα

The plot shows three The plot shows three 
data / Monte Carlo data / Monte Carlo ee++ee--

mass comparisons mass comparisons 
and the shapeand the shape--χχ22 vsvs
ααK*K* fitfit



Corrected Preliminary Corrected Preliminary KKLL→→ee++ee--γγ ResultsResults

BR(KBR(KLL→→ee++ee--γγ) = (9.25 ) = (9.25 ±± 0.03(stat) 0.03(stat) ±± 0.07(syst) 0.07(syst) ±± 0.26(ext 0.26(ext systsyst))*10))*10--66

CCααKK** = = --0.517 0.517 ±± 0.030(fit) 0.030(fit) ±± 0.022(syst)0.022(syst)

ααDIPDIP = = --1.729 1.729 ±± 0.043(fit) 0.043(fit) ±± 0.028(syst)0.028(syst)

BNL- E845

KL�e+e-γ

NA31

KL�e+e-γ

NA48

KL�e+e-γ

KTeV

KL�µ+µ-γ

KTeV

KL�e+e- µ+µ-

KTeV

KL�e+e-γ



SummarySummary

Preliminary KPreliminary KLL→→ππ++ππ--γγ ResultsResults

–– ggM1M1 = 1.198 = 1.198 ±± 0.035(stat) 0.035(stat) ±± 0.086(syst)0.086(syst)

–– aa11/a/a22 = = ––0.738 0.738 ±± 0.007(stat) 0.007(stat) ±± 0.018(syst)0.018(syst)

–– ggE1E1 < 0.21 (90% confidence)< 0.21 (90% confidence)

Preliminary KPreliminary KLL→→ππ00ππ00γγ ResultsResults

–– BR(KBR(KLL→→ππ00ππ00γγ) < 2.52*10) < 2.52*10--77 (90% confidence)(90% confidence)

Preliminary Preliminary KKLL→→ππ±±eeŦŦννee++ee-- ResultsResults

–– BR(KBR(KLL→→ππ±±eeŦŦννee++ee--,M,Mee++ee-->5MeV/c>5MeV/c22))

= (1.606  = (1.606  ±± 0.012(stat) 0.012(stat) +0.026+0.026
--0.0160.016(syst) (syst) ±± 0.045(ext 0.045(ext systsyst)))*10)*10--55

Preliminary Preliminary ππ00→→ee++ee-- ResultsResults

–– BR(BR(ππ00
→→ee++ee--) = (6.56 ) = (6.56 ±± 0.26(stat) 0.26(stat) ±± 0.23(syst)) * 100.23(syst)) * 10--88

Corrected Preliminary Corrected Preliminary KKLL→→ee++ee--γγ ResultsResults

–– BR(KBR(KLL→→ee++ee--γγ))

= (9.25 = (9.25 ±± 0.03(stat) 0.03(stat) ±± 0.07(syst) 0.07(syst) ±± 0.26(ext 0.26(ext systsyst))*10))*10--66

–– CCααKK** = = --0.517 0.517 ±± 0.030(fit) 0.030(fit) ±± 0.022(syst)0.022(syst)

–– ααDIPDIP = = --1.729 1.729 ±± 0.043(fit) 0.043(fit) ±± 0.028(syst)0.028(syst)


